
Denham vs HURLEY 1XI  – 15th May 2010 

 DENHAM 
I Singh b Cole 28    

W Malik c Cole b Forrest 33 

B Rai b Cole 0 

D Tang c Day b Cole 8 

F Mahmood b Pollitt 13 

J Nicholas b Akhtar 14 

M Sohail lbw Forrest 0 

P Richards b Brown 8 

M Wasim c Ali b Akhtar 5 

S Payne Not Out  1 

N Ali b Akhtar 9 

 Extras 28 

 Total    147ao 

 

F Hussain 8-2-30-0  D Pollitt  4-0-16-1 

M Cole  9-1-38-3  D Forrest 5-3-5-2 

N Akhtar 10-4-25-3  P Ridgeway 5-4-4-0 

     R Brown 5-3-6-1 

 

HURLEY 
P Ridgeway c Singh b Nicholas 12 

S Kayani c Richards b Nicholas 5 

G Lewis b Nicholas 11 

Y Ali b Nicholas 10 

R Brown c Rai b Nicholas 20  

N Akhtar c & b Ali 17 

D Pollitt c Tang b Nicholas 8 

D Day Not Out 18 

D Forrest Not Out 28 

F Hussain 

M Cole 

 Extras 19 

 Total 148-7 

 

Hurley registered their first win of the season away at leafy Denham albeit a nervous one as their 

batting resources again lacked confidence and application. A poor start to the season for the visitors 

may have prompted Denham to bat first and their two openers set off as if this were a 20/20 with 

Singh (28) heaving at nearly every one of his 23 balls faced before Mike Cole (3-38) found one to nip 

through and bowl him with the score on 39 from just 6 overs. Cole removed Rai (0) and Tang (8) but 

this only briefly dented the home side’s charge for runs as Malik (33) proved punishing. But at 98-3, the 

wheels came off big time. Dave Pollitt (1-16) bowled Mahmood (13) and the next over Dave Forrest 

(2-5) removed Malik to an excellent catch at second slip by Cole and then trapped Sohail lbw. 

Denham’s swagger evaporated and the run rate slowed dramatically; 21 runs were added in 12 overs 

before Ross Brown’s leg spin bowled an obdurate Richards (8). Skipper Nicholas (14) tried to hold 

things together but the demise finally came in the 46th over when Naeem Akhtar (3-25) dismissed Ali 

(9) with the score on 147. 

 

Phil Ridgeway (12) drove the first ball of the innings through extra cover for 4 as sweet as a nut but 

edged the admirable Nicholas (6-46) to slip where Singh scooped a low catch with the score on 16. 

Shoab Kayani (5) fell in similar fashion two overs later and all Hurley’s old frailties began to resurface. 

U17 colts George Lewis (11) and Ross Brown (20) made it back from the swings to add some brief 

panache in the middle order but Lewis missed a late cut and Brown played too early to Nicholas and 

skied to mid on. This allowed one to catch up on his sleep and the other his revision. Akhtar (17) again 

showed what a fine all round cricketer he is before a superb caught and bowled removed him but 

not before he had launched the biggest 6 of the day. But Hurley declined to 103-7 and looked like 



falling short once again. However, old heads Denis Day (18 not) and Dave Forrest (28 not) chipped 

away at the deficit with an excellent 8th wicket stand of 45 to steer Hurley to a narrow 3 wicket victory.  


